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FOREWORD

On a prapasal by the president of the Commission for Aeronautical Meteorology,
the twenty-fifth session of the Executive Committee requested the Secretary-Generol
to invite Members to participate in the preparation of a series of Technical Notes
on selected technical problems of forecasting for aviation.
The present report on
non-convective turbulence is the first of the series to be completed.

I om porticulorly indebted to the Notional Weather Service of the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration of the U.S.A. for having made this Technical
Note a reality. Turbulence in clear air (CAT) is a major problem in aircraft
operations, since it may cause structural damage to aircraft, passenger injury and
even fatalities in severe cases. Thus to present in a single publication information

on the couses of CAT and the methods for forecasting this phenomenon

will undoubtedly

prove to be of great value to aeronautical meteorologists.

I should like to take this opportunity of expressing to Mr. Robert H. Hopkins
(U.S.A.) the sincere appreciation of WMO for the time and effort he hos devoted to the
preparation of this valuable publication.

D. A. Davies
Secretary-General

SUMMARY

The effects of non-convective turbulence, including mountain-wave-induced
turbulence, on aircraft operations range from minor passen~er discomfort to personal

injuries and fatalities. Such turbulence is referred to in this Note under the
general heading of clear-air turbulence (CAT). The CAT-related economic loss of
world-wide commercial and military aviation interests is well in excess of US $25

million annually. It is not difficult to understand why so much effort has been
applied to the study of CAT. The questions of what causes CAT and how to predict
when and where it will occur have been partially answered. It is the purpose of
this report to describe various operational techniques used by aviation meteorologists
to forecast CAT.

The CAT forecast problem is difficult, because the tools which are available
to the aviation meteorologist are often of a macro- or synoptic scale, whereas CAT
is generally a much smaller, micro-scale phenomenon. Because of the small temporal
and spatial dimensions of CAT, aviation meteorologJsts have developed model relation-

ships af CAT to the more predictable macro-scale meteorological features.

The result-

ing model relationships and their application are discussed in this report. Most of
these CAT model relationships were developed in the northern hemisphere and are
described in the "northern hemispheric " frame of reference. Some model relationship
descriptions would have to be adjusted for use in the southern hemisphere.

The hope of improved CAT forecasts in the immediate future depends on improving
the statistical accuracy of the model relation'ships and on increasing the forecast
accuracy of the related macro-scale features. Forecasts meeting aeronautical
operational accuracy requirements of the time, volume, duration, and severity of

individual CAT occurrences
able future.

will, in all probability, not be developed in the foresee-

Aviation users will continue to depend on

th~

aviation meteorologist

for CAT forecasts until an adequate on-board CAT detection device is developed and
put into operational use; even then, forecasts of CAT will still be required for

flight-planning purposes.

RESUME

La turbulence d'origine non convective, notamment celie engendree par les
andes orographiques, exerce sur les aeronefs en vol des contraintes dont les consequences pour les passagers vont d'un inconfort minime jusqu'a des blessures, voire
10 mort. Dans 10 presente note, cette turbulence est designee 50US Ie terme gene-

rique de turbulence en air clair (TAG).

Les pertes ecanamiques subies par l'avia-

tion commerciale et militaire dans l'ensemble du monde, du fait de 10 turbulence en

air clair, depassent largement 25 millions de dollars des Etats-Unis chaque annee.
On comprend immediatement pourquoi tont d'efforts ant ete consacres a lletude de 10
turbulence en air clair. On a pu ainsi apporter des reponses partielles cux questions 5uivantes : quelles sont les causes de 10 turbulence en air clair et comment
predire au et quand celle-ci se manifestera. La presente note a pour objet d1exposer
les diverses methodes que les meteorologistes aeronautiques utilisent en exploitation
pour prevoir la turbulence en air clair.

Le probleme de la prevision de la turbulence en air clair est difficile,
car les donnees dont dispose Ie meteorologiste aeronautique se ropportent genera le-

ment a des phenamenes de grande echelle ou d'echelle synoptique, alars que la
turbulence en air clair est generalement un ~henomene d'echelle beaucoup plus petite.
En raison de 10 faible extension spotio-temporelle de la turbulence en air clair, les
meteorologistes oeronautiques ont mis au point des modeles pour exprimer les relations qui existent entre 10 turbulence en air clair et les caracteristiques meteoro-

logiques a plus grande echelle qui sont plus faciles a prevoir. Le present rapport
analyse ces relations types et la fa90n d'en tirer parti. La plupart des relations
ont ete definies dans l'hemisphere Nard et sont exposees en se pla9ant dans Ie
contexte de lillhemisphere Nord". Certaines descriptions des relations types devraient
etre adaptees pour etre utilisees dons Ilhemisphere Sud.
L'on ne peut esperer omeliorer prochainement les preV1S10ns de 10 turbulence
en air clair si lion n'ameliore pas l'exactitude stotistique des relations exprimees
par les modeles, ainsi que l'exactitude avec laquelle sont prevues les carocteristiques

a plus grande echelle qui servent de point de depart a la prevision de la turbulence.

Selon toute probabilite, on ne parviendra pas a etablir dans un avenir proche de
previsions qui satisfassent a to utes les exigences operationnelles de l'aeronautique
en matiere de precision pour ce qui touche llheure,. I'extension, la duree et l'intensite de chaque cas de turbulence en air clair. Les usagers aeronautiques continueront
a dependre du previsionniste aeronautique pour leurs previsions de la turbulence en

air clair jusqu'a ce qu'un dispositif de bord, approprie pour la detection de la
turbulence en air clair, soit mis au point et utilise en exploitation; meme alors,
des previsions de 10 turbulence en air clair resteront necessaires pour les besoins

de la planification de val.
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RESUMEN

Los efectos de 10 turbulencia no convective, incluida 10 turbulencia originada por las andes orogr6ficas, en las aeronaves van de 10 simple molestia que experimenta e1 pasajero a los danas a lesiones causadas a las personas y 01 accidente mortal. En 10 presente Nota Tecnica se alude a ese genero de turbulencies bajo 10 rubrico general titulada turbulancia en aire despejado (CAT). La turbulencia en aire despejado, expresoda en terminos de perdidas economicos sufridas a nivel mundial por 10
aviaci6n comercial y militar, supera anualmente las 25.000.000 de d61ares de los Estados Unidos. 5e comprende, pues, por que se consagran ta~tos esfuerzos 01 estudio de
10 turbulencia en aire despejado. Se he padiclo, en parte, apart or una respuesto a 10
cuestion de saber cuales son los factores que originan la turbulencia en aire despejado y como predecir el momento y luger en que se producir6. EI presente in forme tiene por objeto describir los diversos metodos practicos que emplean los especialistas
en meteorologio aeronautica pora pronosticor 10 turbulencia en aire despejado.
Pronosticar la turbulencia en aire despejado es un problema diflcil de resolver, yo que los medios de que disponen los especialistas en meteorologla aeronautico son medios macro-escalares, 0 bien sinopticos, siendo asI que por 10 general la
turbulencia en aire despejado es un fenomeno muy reducido, un fenomeno micro-escalar.
En vista de sus dimensiones reducidas, tanto, en el tiempo como en el espacio, los especialistas en meteorologIc aeronautica han ~laborado un modelo que relaciona 10 turbulencia en aire despejado con caracter!sticas meteoro16gicas macro-escalares mas faciles de pronosticar. En e1 presente informe se examinan las relaciones resultontes
del modela y sus aplicaciones. Lc mayor parte de esas relaciones del modela han sido
elaborades en poIses del hemisferio norte y se describen dentro del contexte de referencie de dicho hemisferio-. Para utilizarlas en el hemisferio sur serIo necesario
reajustar algunos de las descripciones del modela que permiten establecer las citadas
relaciofles.
La posibilidad de mejoror las predicciones relativas a la turbulencia en
aire despejado en un futuro inmediato depende del mejoramiento que padria lograrse en
10 que respecta a 10 precision estadistica del modelo de relaci6n, y osimismo de la
pasibilidad de Qumentar la precis_ion del pron6stico en 10 que sa refiere a las caracterlsticas macro-escalares afines. Las predicciones que sotisfagan las necesidades
practicQs en materia de precision, relativas 01 tiempo, volumen, duracion y groved ad
de coda turbulencio en aire despejado que sa produzca, es mas que probable que no se
Iogren en un futuro previsible. En materia de predicci6n de turbulencia en aire despejado, los usuarios de 10 aeronautica seguiran dependiendo de 10 meteorologic aeronautica hasta que se logre poner a punto un dispositivo de detecci6n de las turbulencias en aire despejado que sea susceptible de instalarse a bordo de las aeronaves y
de utilizarse de monero practico; incluse entonces, sere necesario preparar prediccienes sobre las turbulencias en aire despejado para el establecimiento de los planes de
vuelo.
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OPERATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE OF CLEAR-AIR TURBULENCE (CAT)
AND OPERATIONAL ACCURACY REQUIRED FOR AERONAUTICAL PURPOSES

Clear-air turbulence is generally described as bumpiness encountered in

flight through clear air (50).

A more precise definition of CAT is "all turbulence

in the free atmosphere of interest in aerospace operations that is not in or
adjacent to visible convective activity (this includes turbulence found in cirrus
clouds not in or adjacent to visible convective activity)11 (42). CAT is particularly
troublesome as it is often encountered in generally smooth flying conditions with
few or no well-recognized visual warnings. It is often considered only a nuisance,
although structural damage to aircraft, passenger injury, and even fatalities have

been attributed to encounters with severe CAT (43). For the period 1963-1965, the
U.S. Department of Defense estimated the CAT damage caused to military aircraft ot
U.S. $30 million (41). U.S. commerciol aviation CAT-related losses in 1964, most
of which were incurred by the increased expense due to diversions around areas of

observed or expected CAT, were estimoted to be US $18 million (42).
It can be concluded that timely and accurate forecasts of CAT are highly
desirable. For aviation users, the optimum accuracy requirement for CAT forecasts
is the exact forecast of time, volume, duration, and severity of CAT occurrences;
however, it is quite unlikely that such an ideal requirement will be met in the
foreseeable future. At the present time, aviation forecasters apply general model
relationships to predict where CAT, a micro-scale phenomenon, will most probably occur
with respect to the forecast macro-scale features.

All references to CAT in this report should be understood to mean nonconvective turbulence of moderate or greater severity unless otherwise stated~ The
world-wide specifications of turbulence categories, as developed by the International

Civil Aviation Organization and as published by WMO (71), are:
Moderate - There may be moderate changes in aircraft attitude and/or altitude
but the aircraft remains in positive control at all times~ Usually,
small variations in air speed. Changes in accelerometer readings of

.5 g to 1.0 g at the aircraft's centre of gravity.
walking~

Occupants feel strain against seat
move about.
Severe

belts~

Difficulty in
Loose objects

Abrupt changes in aircraft attitude and/or altitude; aircraft may be
out of control for short periods~ Usually, large variations in airspeed.
Changes in accelerometer readings greater than l~O 9 at the aircraft's
centre of gravity. Occupants are forced violently against seat belts~
Loose objects are tossed about~
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Much effort is being applied to the development of an on-board airborne CAT remote
detection device; nevertheless, at the present time the only remote sensors which
have provided a definite indication of CAT are expensive ultra-sensitive ground-based

radars (28). Proposed and experimental methods for operational airborne remote
detection of CAT include:
(a)

Radar;

(b)

Lidar; and

(c)

Infra-red and microwave radiometry.

The results of Atlas and Konrad (3) and Atlas et 01.

(2) predict that a 20 db

improvement in the sensitivity of airborne radars will permit CAT detection at a

range of 17 km.

The dual-pulse lidar technique

proposed by Breece et 01.

(6)

is capable of detecting velocity differences of separate volumes of air by measuring

the Doppler beat frequencies between the echoes from two closely spaced laser pulses.
The result is the measurement of the vertical wind shear, which is often understood

to be the best indicator for the presence of CAT; however, a hundredfold increase
in both the sensitivity and coherence of the laser beam is required for this method
to work. Infra-red and microwave radiometric techniques may provide a means for the
measurement of temperature perturbations and temperature anomalies which are

associated with CAT along the flight path.

Jimenez (30) has reported some success

in detecting CAT layers using an infra-red r?diometric technique. Significant
technological advances in remote sensing technology are necessary before an airborne
remote sensing device capable of detecting atmospheric structures characteristic

of CAT can be developed.

CHAPTER

2

DESCRIPTION AND CAUSES OF CAT

The two generally accepted mechanisms responsible for the creation of
turbulence in clear air are standing waves in the lee of a mountain barrier and
strong vertical wind shear in a statically stable layer. Both mechanisms are at
a maximum in the winter months when the wind speed and the horizontal temperature
gradient are at a maximum.

A study by Sorenson and Beckwith (61) of 50 severe CAT cases showed that
48 per cent were attributed to mountain-wave-induced turbulence. Mountain waves
are caused when sufficiently strong wind, usually greater than 10 m5- 1 at the
ridge-top level, blows normal to a mountain barrier. Mountain-induced standing
lee waves extend from the ground into the lower stratosphere and are usually limited
to an area between the ridge line and a point 200 km downstream. Turbulence often
exists within the entire volume occupied by the mountain waves, but it is usually
at a maximum between 1 300 metres above and below the tropopause in the vicinity

of the high-level jet-stream core immediately downstream from the ridge line.
horizontal dimensions of this "most turbulent

ll

The

volume may be 400 km long, depending

on the length of the mountain range, ond up to 200 km wide, centred on the jet-stream
core immediateiy downstream from the ridge line.
Turbulence associated with strong vertical wind shear in a statically stable
layer is apparently the result of waves that amplify, break, and tumble over into
chaotic motion similar to that of a breaking ocean wave. This process is r~ferred

to as Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. The energy source for Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability is the mechanical energy produced by the verticol wind shear. Its energy
sinks are smaller-scale turbulent motion, the negative buoyancy of the stable layer,
and heat. In the free atmosphere, Kelvin-Helmholtz instability occurs in thin,
stable layers in regions of strong vertical wind shear. Stated differently, shearinduced CAT tends to occur most in sloping baroclinic zones or lIinternal fronts"
and in the tropopause region. Shear-induced CAT is a micro-scale phenomenon with

horizontal dimensions of 10 km to 500 km. Vinnichenko et 01. (67) state that
approximately 70 per cent of the turbulent zones which affect aircraft have horizontal
dimensions of less than 100 km. Shear-induced CAT is usually patchy in structure,
normally occurs in thin layers approximately 200 m to 1500 m thick, and generally
has a duration in the order of 30 minutes to one day.

Thelikelihood of development of Kelvin-Helmholtz instability is related to
the Richardson number (Ri), which is expressed as:

Ri

=

~~:I(I ~! If

4
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e

where 9 is the acceleration of gravity,
is the potential temperature, V is the
horizontal wind vector! and z is the geopotential height. The Richardson number is

basically the ratio of the rote of destruction of turbulent energy by the negative
buoyancy of the stable layer to the tate of production of turbulent energy by the
vertical wind shear.
vertical wind shear.

Ri decreases with decreasing static stability and increasing
Ri must be below some critical value for conditions to be

favourable for turbulence to form and intensify.

Theoretical predictions (40, 64)

and observations in the atmosphere, laboratory, and ocean (49, 65, 70) all agree
the a Ri ~ 1/4 is a necessary, but not a sufficient, condition for shear-induced

CAT to occur. Shear-induced turbulence occurs in stable layers where the stability
is relatively high; hence, the vertical wind shear must be sufficiently strong to
overcome the effects of stability. In regions where the isentropes are sloped, the
stability term in the numerator contributes to the vertical wind-shear term in the
denominator through the thermal wind relationship. Ri can then be rewritten as:

Ri= const![
where s is the slope of the isentropes.

S2(~~~)J

Thus, it can be seen that the Ri is lowest

in regions of hydrostatic stability if the isentropes slope enough.

This is why

CAT is most likely to occur in sloping baroclinic zones such as internal fronts
and the tropopause in the vicinity of the jet-stream core.

It shauld be noted that it is the opinion of some atmospheric scientists
(53) tnat the majority of CAT occurrences are not explained by the Kelvin-Helmholtz
breaking-wave theory. It hos been pbstulated that Kelvin-Helmholtz-type waves may
be only the triggering mechanism and that the majority of CAT cases are caused by
locally supercritical' shears which develop secondary waves and turbulence along
the concave surfaces of the -primary meso-scale waves. Such CAT-related instabilities
acre referred to as Gtlrtler instabilities. However, such studies are of only theoretical
int.e-rest at the present time.
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THE FORECAST PROBLEM

Forecasts of areas of CAT which meet operational requirements are still

generally beyand forecast capability, even though the characteristics of the
regions in which CAT exis~are well defined. The problem begins with the spotial
and temporal scole of the upper-air observation network. CAT is generally a subsynoptic, micro-scale phenomenon and the present land upper-air observation network
provides for the observation of only larger, synoptic-scale systems. Observations

are token at 12-hour interv.als at stations a few hundered kilometres apart with dato
points taken about every 700 metres in the vertical. Space and time resolution of
operational upper-air data over the ocean areas is far less dense than that over
land. Therefore, with the present upper-air observation system, it is not even
possible clearly to define existing areas of CAT. When computer products are used,

the problem is further complicated by the vertical and horizontal smoothing which
is done in the computer initialization process prior to the beginning of each
computer model forecast run. Aircraft observations, particularly if frequent in
time and space, may relieve data problems, but present special analysis difficulties
because of their asynoptic character.
It is for the above reasons that aviation forecasters apply model relationships

of CAT to the macro-scale features given in the latest available guidance and to the
currently observed turbulence field as determined by aircraft observations. CAT
forecasts are short-range, up to 24 hours, and their reliability depends on the
statistical accuracy of the model relationships and the accuracy of macro-scale

guidonce forecasts. The volumes in which a high probobility of CAT is forecast are
in the order of 100 to 1 000 kilometres in the horizontal and about two to three
kilometres in the vertical.
Many operational guidance tools are used in conjunction with the CAT model

relationships.

The use of these tools is generally determined by their avoilability

and each aviation forecaster's personal experience and preference.
forecast guidance tools are considered to be:

(a)

The 300 mb pressure level analysis and forecast wind fields.

The most useful

These are

used to determine the current and forecast positions of the high-level
jet-stream cores;

(b)

The forecast tropopause height and smoothed vertical wind-shear fields,
which are used to identify areas of "strong ll vertical wind shear (defined

as greater than or equal to 1 m s-l/lOO m in a layer 3 000 metres thick),
to identify regions where the tropopause is steeply sloped and to locate
the height of the forecast jet-stream cores;
(Note:

The vertical placement of most CAT forecast areas is also determined

by the forecast tropopause height.)
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The 500 mb pressure-level analysis and forecast vorticity and wind fields,
which are used to identify areas of cold advection, regions of possible
cyclogenesis, and areas whe-re wind co"mponents are normal to mountain ridges;

(d)

The 250 mb and 200 mb pressure-level analyses and forecast temperature
fields, which are inspected for regions with strong isotherm packing and
temperature troughs indicative of the tropopause intersection (26);

(e)

The current and forecast surface fronts and pressure centres, which are

inspected for signs of cyclogenesis and checked against the analysed and
forecast jet-stream core positions (66);

(f)

The current and forecast surface-pressure gradient, which is checked to
identify dreas of possible mountain-wave activity in mountainous areas (62);

(g)

The current and forecast wind fields at the ridge-tap level in mountainous
regions, which are checked for the possible occurrence of mountain waves

(57) ;
(h)

The observed mean sea-level surface-pressure tendencies and surface-wind
reports which are inspected for evidence of existing mountain-wave activity

(62);
(i)

Aircraft observations, which are used to determine relationships between
CAT observations and the existing synoptic-scale parameters;

(j)

Satellite photographs, which are used, especially in data-sparse areas, to
identify upper-air short waves, the jet-stream core position, surface fronts
and centres and standing mountain-wave clouds;

(k)

Platted radiosonde ascents, which are used to locate areas of strong vertical
wind shears, stable layers and the tropopause height in mare detail.

Clear-air turbulence associated with mountain waves
Mountain-wove-induced turbulence is generally observed when there exists a

sufficiently strang wind component normal to a ridge line at the mountain-tap level.
Precise wind conditions sufficient to cause CAT vary with respect to the topography;
for example, it has been suggested that the severity and extent of mountain-wave
activity would be greater in the lee of ridges than in the lee of isolated peaks.
The shape of the ridge top and the existence of mountain passes are thought to
influence the mountain-wave production capacity of a mountain barrier.

The mountain-

wave-induced CAT forecasting techniques described in this report have been developed
for use in the vicinity of the North American Rocky Mountains; hence, the forecasting
techniques given below would probably need to be modified when applied to ather
locations.

A forecast wind speed of 10 m.s- l or more at any level from the ground up to
the 500 mb pressure level, which crosses a ridge line at an angle within 30° of the
normql, is the best porameter to forecast mountain-wove-induced turbulence (62).
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figure 1 shows the relationship of the surface pressure gradient, the maximum

low-level wind (surface to the 500 mb pressure level) and the expected severity
of CAT. The parameters shown in Figure 1 should be used with other mountain-wave
forecast parameters.
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Figure 1 - Mountain - wave strength as related to (1) the di fference in
mean sea-level pressure across a mountain barrier and (2) the
maximum wind speed normal to the mountain ridge line from the

surface ta the 500 mb pressure level (From Calabrese (10))

Gusty surface winds greater than 10 ms-l and reports of pressure falling
rapidly to the lee of a mountain range are good indicators of the existence of
standing mountain waves (62). Below the 500 mb pressure level a temperature gradient

greater than 5°C across a mountain range or a temperature gradient (at least 5°e/100 km)
along or across the mountains, approaching a known maountain-wave zone, are also
good CAT predictors. Wave intensity, and thus the CAT severity, increases with
closer low-level isotherm packing and with a 500 mb pressure-level wind speed greater

than 25 ms-l.
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The two upper-level feotures generally associated with the occurrence of
mountain-wave-induced turbulence are the jet-stream core and the tropopause, although
many exceptions have been observed. The forecast position of the jet-stream core is

often used to define the horizontal placement of a CAT forecast areo.

This area

is centred on the jet-stream core, immediately downstream from the mountain ridge line,

as illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 - CAT areas with respect- to the ret-stream care position.
and the mountain barrier (From an unpul>Iished study,
WMC, Washirrg,mn, n.,c.)

It usually extends about 200 km to each side of the jet-stream core, and may extend

from 80 to 200 km downstream from the mountain ridge. If a known mountain-wove
zone exists in Q. region of strong 250 mb level wind (at least 35m s-l), the CAT
forecast area should be adjusted to include the mountain-wave zone rather than be
centred on the jet-stream core. Mountain waves have their maximum amplitude in the
layer of strongest stability, which is usually the tropopause. Thus, the vertical
placement of a forecast area of mountain-wave-induced turbulence is determined by
the forecast tropopause height in the mountain-wave zone. The forecast CAT volume
is usually about 2.5 kilometres thick and is centred at the forecast tropopause
height. Radiosonde ascents in mountainous areas can be used to identify other
stable layers where mountain-wave-induced turbulence will also be strong.
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A study by Sorenson (62) indicates thot the intensity of mountoin-waveinduced turbulence increases as the tropopause temperature near the mountain-wave
zone decreases below _68°C or when a strong temperature gradient (greater than

5°C/200 km) exists at the 200 mb pressure level or at the 250 mb pressure level
in the mountain-wave zone. Harrison and Sowa (27) found that preferred mountainwave zones exist in the mountains of the western United States (zones within
mountainous areas in which mountain-wave activity is most likely to occur and
where mountain-wave-induced CAT will be the most intense when meteorological conditions
favour the production of mountain waves). Therefore, the severity of a mountain-wave-

induced CAT forecast should be adjusted, based on the climatological history of each
mountain-wave zone with respect to the various parameters used in the forecast.

The start of mountain-wove activity is indicated by:
(a)

The occurrence of the first low-level temperature falls over the mountain
range; or

(b)

Sharply increasing 500 mb pressure-level wind speeds in the mountain-wave zone.

The end of such activity occurs when one of the following criteria is satisfied:
(a)

The low-level wind is no longer normal to the mountain range;

(b)

The isotherm packing at the 200 mb and the 250 mb pressure levels becomes
small; or

(c)

The tropopause height drops below the 250 mb pressure level.

Figure 3 shows the relation of severe mountain-wove-induced CAT to the tropopause

temperature and tropopause height.
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Clear-air turbulence associated with cold advection in an upper trough near the
iet-stream core

Figures 4(0), 4(b), and 4(c) show examples of CAT forecasts associated with
cold advection in an upper through. These areas can be identified directly from the
300 mb pressure-level analysis, 250 mb pressure-level analysis, 250 mb pressurelevel analysis, or 200 mb pressure-level analysis and forecast wind and temperature

fields. They can be identified indirectly from short waves in the 500 mb pressurelevel vorticity field.* Tropopause contours can be substituted for upper-level
temperature fields, thus the steeper the slope of the tropopause in a cold advection
region, the stronger the cold advection and the greater the probability of CAT. To
forecast CAT associated with cold advection, a strong temperature gradient (at least
5°C/200 km) at the 250 mb or 200 mb pressure levels should exist, or be forecast
to develop, with one or more of the following feotures:
(a)

Speed of movement of the trough (at least 15 m 5- 1 );

(b)

A strong horizontal wind shear (at least 20 m 5- 1/200 km) in the region of
closely packed isotherms;

(c)

A wind component greater than 30 m 5- 1 normal to the region of closely
packed isotherms;

(d)

A sharp wind shift (at leost 75°) in a region of closely packed isotherms.

The horizontol position of a forecost CAT area which is associated with
cold advection should ·be centred on the region of strongest cold advection where
one or more of the above conditions is at its greatest intensity (see-Figures 4(0),
4(b) and 4(c». The CAT forecast area should extend vertically from about 600 metres
above the tropopause to about 2 000 metres below the tropopause.

The 500 mb pressure-level analysis and forecast temperature and height
fields are also used to farecost CAT associated with cold advection. CAT is expected
in situations when the amplitude of the 500 mb pressure-level temperature field
exceeds the omplitude of the 500 mb pressure-level height field by a factor of at
least 2 with a trough speed greater than 10 m 5- 1 •. CAT is also likely when a pressure
trough, accompanied by a sharp temperature trough, moves Qut rapidly ahead of a

deepening trough. The horizontal placement of the forecast CAT areas for these
situations should be centred on the region of the strongest isotherm packing at the·
500 mb pressure level just ahead of the base of the temperature trough. The vertical
placement of the CAT forecast areas is the same 05 in previous cold advection-related
CAT forecasts. CAT of greater than moderate intensity is seldom forecast for cold
advection situations except for cases of very strong cold advection in mountainous
regions.

* Amplitude as measured in kilometres from pressure/isotherm trough to next
upstream ridge.
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Clear-air turbulence associated with an upper-level ridge

A study by Binding (7) of CAT observotions over the North Atlontic shows
thot 61 per cent of the moderote or greater CAT reports were associated with
anticyclonically curved jet-stream cores as compared with 27 per cent associated

with sharp troughs.

In this report, CAT associated with anticyclonically curved

jet-stream cores will be divided into three categories:

(a)

CAT associated with an amplifying or a large-amplitude upper ridge;

(b)

CAT in an upper ridge associated with downstream cyclogenesis;

(c)

CAT associated with redevelopment of the jet-stream core to the north when
cyclogenesis occurs to the left of the main jet-stream core.

Two or more of these categories often occur at the Same time.

In such cases, the

probability of CAT occurrence is greatly increased.
Figure 5 shows that moderate and/or severe CAT can be expected on both sides
of the jet-stream core in those areas where the jet-stream core experiences the
greatest latitudinal displacement in an amplifying ridge. Studies by Endlich (23)

and Sorenson and Beckwith (61) show that CAT is more likely to occur to the north
of the jet-stream core in the region of stroAg cycl~nic ho:izontal shear • . The. region
of maximum CAT is found in the area of greatest ant1cyclon1c curvature, WhlCh 1S

usually within 500 km upstream of the ridge axis in the direction of the main flow.

~ d<)'"l,£

.~~

Z
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5 - CAT area associated with an amplifying upper-level ridge.
(a) upper-level ridge and jet-stream core before amplification;
(b) upper-level ridge, jet-stream core, and CAT area after
amplification (From an unpublished study, WMC, Washington, D.C.)
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Figure 6 - Example of CAT near the jet-stream core in an upper-level

ridge with low-level cold advection. (a) Maximum winds at
the jet-stream core level; (b) 850 mb pressure-level winds
and temperatures (From Sorenson (62))
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Figure 6 shows an example of CAT near the jet-stream core in an upper-level ridge with

low-level cold advection at the 850 mb and 700 mb pressure levels.

Low-level cold

advection under a ridge tends to increase the vertical wind shear, thereby increasing

the probability of CAT.

CAT is also expected near an anticyclonically curved jet-

stream core in the vicinity of a warm front when the wind speed at the jet-stream core
is greater than 40 ms- 1, the 850 mb pressure level temperature gradient is greater

than 5°C/200 km, and there are low-level convergent winds across the front.

If a

change in wind direction of at least 30 0 /400 km near the jet-stream core exists, or

is forecast in an amplifying ridge or in a large-amplitude ridge, CAT should be
forecast in the region of sharpest anticyclonic curvature.
The CAT forecast area associated with an upper-level ridge is usually quasi-

symmetric about the ridge axis and the jet-stream core, shifted slightly to the north
of the jet-stream core and to the downstream side of the ridge axis. The CAT forecast area should extend vertically from 1 300 metres both above and below the maximum
wind level and/or from 600 metres above the tropopause to 2 000 metres below the
tropopause. Mod~rate to severe CAT should be forecast in a ridge when one or more
of the following conditions are met:

(a)

Strong vertical wind shear (in excess ·of5 ms- l /300 m);

(b)

1
Strong wind speeds (in excess of 70 m 5- ) in a region of large anticyclonic
curvature; or

( c)

A]ar~e

latitudinal displacement of a strong jet -stream core with wind speeds
in "€x:t:essof60m:s- 1 -.

When moderate to- severe 'CAT is forecast in a ridge,cycl-ogenesis is often forecast
to occurw.i th the downstream trough ..

Clear-air t-urbulence associated with s-urface cyclogen-esi-s

Figure 7 shows the most probable area for CAT t" occur with respect to a
developing surface low and the m'ain j-et-st-ream :core. When -surface cyclogen-esis
is forecast., CAT should :be forecast 'to occur 'near the' jet-stream core north and
east of the surface cyclogenetic orea wi thin 500 km upstream anddownst.reamof

the upper_level ridge axis in the direction of the upper flow. The CAT forecast
area should extend in the vertic,,] from about 600 metres above the tropopause to
2 000 met.res below the tropopause. If the surface low is forecast to deepen at
a rate of at least 1mb h~1, a forecast of moderate to severe CAT should be issued.
Moderate to 'severe CAT is ,often- forecast too:ccur ina deep layer from justabov.e
the tropoptlu-se tt;> the ground when rapid cyclogene:sis' is foreca:!i)t t,o occur on the

leeward side of the North American Rocky Mountains with jet-stream core wind speeds
in excess of 70m s-l.
During the early stages of surface cyclogenesis, the main jet-stream Core
is usually 50 to 10 0 loti tude north of the 'surface low; however,some low centres
move or redevelop north of the main jet-stream core while still in early stages of
cyclogenesiso ·This results in a second jet-stream core forming 50 to 10° latitude to
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the left of, and parallel ta, the main jet-stream care.

Figure 8 shows the most

probable area for CAT to occur with this second j.-et-stream core. Figure 9 shows an
overlay used to locate a preliminary approximation for the forecast area of
moderate to severe CAT from the forecast position of surface cyclogenesis.

Figure 7 - Most probable area for CAT to occur with respect to a developing
surface low and the polar jet-stream core (From an unpublished

study, WMC, Washington, D.C.)

-

POLAR JET STREAM CORE

Figure 8 - Most probable area for CAT to occur with respect to the secondary
jet-stream core and a surface low developing to the left of the

polar jet-stream core (From on unpublished study, WMC, Washington, D.C.)
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with'surface cyclogenesis (From on unpublished study, WMC,
Washington, D.C.}

The extent and intensity of CAT associated with surface cyclogenesis is

directly related to the rate of cyclogenasis.

Moderate CAT is usually forecast with

systems which are forecast to deepen at a rate less than- 1 mb h- 1 and moderate
to severe CAT is usually forecast with systems which are forecast to deepen at a

rate of at least 1 mb h- l •

The intensity of a cyclogenesis-related CAT forecast

also d-epends on the proximity of mountains, the strength of the jet-streC"!m core,
and- th-e degree of amplification and- curvature of the downstream ridge. In most

cases the CAT forecast area should extend vertically from about 600 metres above the
tropopause to about 2 000 metres below the tropopause. The horizontal extent of
the CAT forecast area- is a,s shown in Figures 8' and- 9.

c-lear:...o-ir turbulence associated: with confluent jet-stream cores

When two confluent jet-stream cores are within 500 km of each other, the
probability of CAT in the confluent zone between the two jet-stream cores'is high.
Since the northern jet-stream core is associated with colder temperatures and is

located at a lower altitude than the southern jet-stream core, it will often cut
underneath the southern jet-stream core.

The result is an increase in static

stability and strong vertical wind shears in the confluent zone.

Stated differently,

if a wind sounding were taken in the confluent zone, a rapid backing of the wind

would be observed with increasing height between the levels of the two jet-stream
cores'.
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Figure 10 shows that CAT is most likely to occur in the confluent zone
between the two jet-stream cores from a point where the jet-stream cores approach

to within 5° latitude of each other to where the jet-stream cores begin to diverge.
Vertically, CAT is forecast to occur between the heights of the two jet-stream cores.

Figure 10 - Most probable area for CAT to occur in the region of confluent
flow between two converging jet-stream cores (From an unpublished

study, WMC, Washington, D.C.)

Moderate CAT is forecast for most confluent jet-stream core cases. No fixed guidelines exist for a forecast of greater than moderate CAT in confluent jet-stream core
situations; however, if a vertical wind shear of greater than or equal to 3 In 5- 1/100 m
is forecast in or near the confluent zon~, the possibility of issuing a moderate to
severe CAT forecast should be considered.
CAT associated with the formation of an upper-level low

Figures ll(a), ll(b), ll(c), and ll(d) show the areas where CAT is most
likely to occur during the formation of an upper-level low. These figures show
that the areas where CAT will most probably occur are in the zones of confluent
and difluent flow which result from the upper low formation process. The formation

stage at which CAT will most probably occur is shown in Figure ll(b).

After the

upper low formation process is completed, only light CAT is "expected in the region

just north of the low centre

as shown in Figure ll(d).

Vertically, the CAT

forecast area should extend from 600 metres above the tropopause down to 2 000 metres
below the tropopause. CAT of greater than moderate intensity is rarely forecast
with the formation of an upper-level low.
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Figure 11 - Regions where CAT is most likely to occur during the formation of
an upper-level. cut-off low' (From an un-published s-tud'y, \o!MC,
Washington, D.C.)

CAT associated with the shear line in the "throat R o.f an upper-level cut-off low
Figure 12 shows wh-e·re CAT is m0st likely to occur in the 11th root" of on

upper-level cut-off low. CAT is expected to occur along the horizontal wind-shear
line which separates the two opposing onticyclonically curved flows between the cutoff low and the main westerly flow. In order for CAT to occur, the strength of the
two opposing jet-stream cores should be at least 25 m s-l. The vertical dimensions
of the forecast CAT area should be approximately 1 300 metres above and below the
level of maximum wind speed, or from 600 metres above the tropopause down to 2 000
metres below the tropopause. When the forecast wind speeds for both the opposing
jet-stream cores exceed 60 m

5-1

near the CAT forecast area, a moderate to severe

CAT forecast should be considered.

For lighter forecast wind speeds, a forecast of

moderate CAT is sufficient. In the tropics horizontal wind-shear lines, even with
weak wind speeds, ore often associated with the occurrence of moderate CAT.
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Figure 12 - The region in the "throat ll of an upper-level cut-off low

where CAT is most likely to occur (From an unpublished
study, WMC, Washington, D.C.)
CAT associated with the formation of a difluent upper-flow pattern

Figures l3(a) and l3(b) show where CAT i; most likely to occur during the
formation of a di fluent upper-flow pattern·. The probability of CAT is increased if
a surface frontal system is present. The horizontal forecast area for CAT in this
situation is limited to the.zone of difluent flow~petween the northern and southern
wind maxima. The vertical dimensions of the CAT forecast area should extend from
600 metres above the tropopause down to 2 000 metre~~below the tropopause. Figure

l3(c) shows that when the difluent flow pattern becomes established, there is a low
probability of CAT in the difluent flow region and that CAT is most likely to occur
above the surface low to the east of the difluent flow region. CAT of greater than
moderate intensity is rarely forecast with the formation of a difluent upper-flow
pattern.

CAT associated with a short-wave or shearing trough to the north of a quasi-stationary
jet-stream core

Figures 14(0) and l4(b) show where CAT can be expected to occur when either
a minor trough moves rapidly eastward with little"change in the location of the
associated polar jet-stream corel ora short-wave trough moves eastward to the north
of the sub-tropical jet-stream core. The major axis of CAT forecast areas should
be approximately 250 km in length, elongated in the direction of the jet-stream
corel centred north of the jet-stream core and east of the trough line t to just south
of the jet-stream core and just to the west of the trough line. In the vertical t these
CAT forecast areas should extend from about 600 metres above the tropopause down to
about 2000 metres below the tropopause. Only CAT of moderate intensity is forecast
for the situations described above.
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Figure 13 ~ Regions w~ere CAT is most likely ta accur during t~e formation of an
upper~level difluent flaw pattern (Fram an unpublis~ed study,
WMC, Was~ington, D.C.)
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(a)

( b)

Figure 14 - Areas where CAT is most likely to occur when a minor trough moves
rapidly eastward to the north of a quasi-stationary jet-stream

core (From an unpublished study, WMC, Woshington, D.C.)
CAT associated with a strong wind maximum to the rear of an upper trough

There is a very high probability that CAT will occur in the outflow area
of a north-south jet-stream core to. the rear of an upper trough. The outflow area
on the rear side of a trough is the area between the wind maximum and the trough line
where the instantaneous wind on a horizontal plane decreases. Figure 15 shows where
CAT occurs with respect to the wind field in the outflow area on the rear side of an
upper trough. The cold advection CAT model usually applies in this situation.
The amount of wind-speed decreas~ alorg the jet-stream core is directly
proportional to the extent and intensity of the resultant CAT. GenerallYr at least
a 20 m s-l decrease of wind speed within 100 latitude of the wind maximum must be
forecast to justify the issuance of a CAT forecast in the outflow region. A study
shows that if there exists a difference in wind speed of at least 30 m s-l between
the jet-stream core minimum in the trough and a point in the jet-stream core 100
latitude upstream, there is an 82 per cent probability of moderate or greater CAT

in the outflow area.*

The probability of the occurrence of CAT is also directly

proportional to the strength of the jet-stream core and is greatly increased in q
mountainous area. The CAT forecast area should extend from the isotach maximum to
the base of the trough and should be centred on the warm-air side of the jet-stream
core as shown in Figure 15. The CAT forecast area should extend vertically from
600 metres above the tropopause down 2 000 metres below the tropopause. Significant
CAT has been observed in thicker layers in mountainous regions. Moderate to severe
CAT is often forecast in the outflow area when a strong jet-stream core with wind
speeds greater than 65 m s-l is forecast in a mountainous area. Moderate CAT is
forecast for most other outflow situations.

*

Based on an unpublished study (World Meteorological Centre, Washington, D.C.)
of 171 cases over North America.
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Figure 15 .- Are.o whe-reuAT i:s most likely-to ·a.CCUT -with '0 's-trongwind
m'cximum on "'the rearside of an uppe.r-leveltrough (Froman

unpublished study., WMC,Woshington, D.,C.)

CAT associated with close isotherm pocking at the 300 mb level in the tropics
A study by Sissons (58) indicates thot CAT in equatorial regions is often
associated with areas of close 300 mb level isotherm packing whi.chare found just

ahead of the bases of large-amplitude troughs which penetrate to within 10° latitude
of the Equator. Figure 16 shows the relationship between CAT observations and the
300 mb level contours. The study covered four five-day periods for Africa ond the
adjacent ocean areas in which the International Civil Aviation Organization arranged

for the reporting of all CAT that was encountered above 6 km. Well over hal f of the
resultant CAT reports were from between 10 km and 11.5 km in altitude, with no significant CAT reported below 10 km. It was concluded (0) that the probability of CAT
is directly proportional to the strength of the westerly wind flowing through the
trough and the closeness of the isotherm packing ahead of the trough base, and (b)
that CAT near the Equator is most likely to occur between the altitudes of 10 km
and 11.5 km.
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Figure 16 - CAT areas associated with close isotherm packing at the 300 mb
level ahead of a large-amplitude trough in the tropics
(Sissons (58»

Stratospheric CAT
The present knowledge of stratospheric turbulence is limited because of the

lack of high-al ti tude data; however, there is general agreement that CAT decreases
with height from the tropopause upward. Stratospheric turbulence is thought to be
the result of vertically propagating gravity waves which interact with pre-existing
vertical wind shears. Gravity waves associated with stratospheric turbulence are

thought to be produced by mountains and thunderstorms, and not by the larger-scale
tropospheric features· such as cyclones and fronts. Measurements of stratospheric
turbulence indicate that the horizontal scale of stratospheric turbulence is about

half that of turbulence in the upper troposphere. Studies by Belyaev et a1. (5) and
Colson (14) show that turbulence in the stratosphere is at a maximum in winter and
a minimum in summer. The duration of stratospheric turbulence is thought to be short,
in the order of one hour or less, except when the turbulence is associated with
mountain-wave activity.
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FORECASTING TECHNIQUES OF CAT

The present knowledge of stratospheric turbulence is confined to areas in
the middle latitudes over mountains in the winter. There are regions in the
stratosphere where significant vertical wind shears are known to exist. In the
lower stratosphere a mean vertical shear exists as the westerlies decrease with
height. Above the winter hemispheric region of decreasing westerlies, the wind

speed increases with height up ta the level of the polar night jet-stream core,
which is at an altitude af about 30 km (10 mb) between 55 ON and 70 oN. Strong
vertical wind shears

associat~d-with

to 20 km and belaw.

The vertical wind shears beluw the palar night jet-stream core

the polar night jet-stream core-·often extend down

are as strong as the shears encountered near tropospheric jet-stream cores. There
also exist regions of strong vertical wind shears at or just above the tropical
tropopause. Madden and Zipser (38) reported vertical wind shears in the lower
tropical stratosphere of 5 m 's-1/300 m or greater with Ri values much less than one.
Thus, any source of vertically propagating, moderate-amplitude gravity waves, such
as a small mountain, a thunderstorm, or even a large rain shower, could conceivably
produce turbulence in the lower portions of these shear zones.

Camputer forecasts of CAT
Several attempts have been made to produce computer-generated forecasts of

CAT, or more precisely the Richardson number, Ri. Automated methads developed
specifically for the purpose of forecasting CAT are limited to the analysis and/or
to the forecast of CAT-related parameters which are used to identify large, macro-

scale areas where CAT is likely to occur. The United States Air Force has developed
many operatianal automated CAT-forecasting aids. The USAF-automoted CAT-forecasting
techniques generally identify macro-scale areas in which CAT-related parameters

indicate a high probability that CAT will occur. Burnett (9) describes in detail
the automated CAT techniques used by the USAF. Clark, Scoggins, and Cox (11) used
statistical equations obtained from the results of 46 supersonic stratospheric

flights flown over the western United States to develop a statistical method of
forecasting regions in the stratosphere where CAT is likely to occur. Kronebach (35)
has developed a technique to calculate Ri values from radiosonde ascents in an

attempt ta identify layers of law Ri. Oard (44) has developed a technique which
calculates the Ri and the diagnostic Ri tendency (the time rate of change of the
Ri following the air motion) to predict layers in the atmosphere which are likely
to have low Ri values. Since the characteristics of regions where CAI is likely
to occur are known, and since a relatively simple CAT forecast parameter such as Ri
exists, it would be reasonable to assume that an operational computer-generated CAT

forecast would not be difficult to canstruct.
. _Qb.servation .,network .and

~the

Unfortunately, this scale of the

.. gri-ds-· of the- -va ri-o-u s --opeT-Q·tional· compu-ter.-:.fore'cast-

madels are much too coarse ta identify or predict the relatively small, thrn layers
where CAT occurs. The use of computer-generated guidance in forecasting CAT is
limited to the application of computer-produced analyses and forecasts of macroscale features to the modelling relationships that have been discussed here.

C HAP T E R
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CONCLUSION
CAT forecasting techniques are limited by the relatively small time and
space dimensions of CAT as compared with the dimensions of the observational and
forecasting tools available to the aviation forecaster. As a result, model
relationships are used to predict where CAT, a micro-scale phenomenon, will most
probably occur with respect to the forecast macro-scale features. These model
relationships have been developed empirically by comparing aircraft observations

of CAT to synoptic-scale atmospheric features. Aircraft observations show that
significant CAT is often encountered well outside the modelled volumes. The
skill exhibited in CAT forecasts is dependent upon the statistical accuracy of
the model relationships and the forecast accuracy of the macro-scale features.
CAT forecasts should be expected to improve as new and better numerical guidance
becomes available, as better data exchanges are developed, and as the number and
quality of observations increase.

The dimensions of the most turbulent volumes, as described by the model
relationships, work well for the altitudes and speeds of conventional jet aircraft.

However, the Project HICAT (20) experiment has shown that significant CAT is
observed high into the stratosphere, well above the altitudes flown by conventional
jet aircraft. This demonstrates that the present knowledge of CAT is quite limited.
With the advent of faster and higher fl.ying aircraft, new CAT-forecasting models will
probably be developed and some of the existing CAT-forecasting models will probably
be modified to accommodate increased CAT-forecasting needs of aviation operators.
Considering the state-of-the-art of CAT forecasting, CAT forecasts will
probably not meet aeronautical operational accuracy requirements in the foreseeable

future. For the aviation operator, the best solution to the CAT problem, given the
present level of technology, probably lies in the development of on economically
feasible on-board CAT remote detection device. Until such a device is developed
and put into operational use, pilots will have to be continually on guard for
encounters with CAT. Even after an on-board remote CAT-sensing device becomes
operational, aviation users will continue to depend on CAT forecasts for flightplanning purposes.
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